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‘Tempered by Memory’

AN APPROXIMATE rendering of “Tempered by
Memory” outside the City Center in downtown
Saratoga Springs. Artists John Van Alstine, left,
and Noah Savett pose next to a piece of steel from
the World Trade Center during a news conference
Wednesday at NS Associates in Gansevoort.

Saratoga Springs sculpture will resurrect
steel from attacks onWorldTrade Center
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FIREFIGHTERS MAKE their way through the rubble of
the World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001.
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Single? married?

title and the fact that a certain
social networking site boasts
nearly 600 million users, but I’ve
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see where their status update
said they were going, and with
whom. I’d have scoured the

from “in a relationship” (or
“married”) to “single.” So set
your sites and start stalking.

I don’t get it. People just
stare at me,” “i think it’s
hilarious when people

